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Rules are meant to be brokenâ€¦Besides her job at Clique, Elite Party Planners, Lila is only serious

about one thing: not taking life too seriously. When she meets the perfect hottie at her best

friendâ€™s wedding, she makes sure to set some super-serious, no-strings-attached FWB rules. 1.

No Cuddling2. No Sleeping Over3. No Datesâ€¦and most importantly:4. No falling in love So when

she starts to hope sexy billionaire lawyer Shawn Love will break the rules one by one, Lilaâ€™s not

sure what to do. Especially when she finds out sheâ€™s broken the biggest rule of them all: No

getting pregnant!Love and the Billionaire's Twins is a standalone BWWM romance with no

cliffhangers and an HEA. Itâ€™s part of Miaâ€™s Faith, Love, Hope and Destiny Series.
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I can't understand why Shawn and Lila would make an agreement like that when they are friends. I

couldn't do anything like that knowing it's likely you can catch feelings for one another. I enjoyed the

outcome. I can't wait to read about Hope story.

Great story. Lila and Shawn thought that having rules in their FWB "relationship" would work. But

what they failed to realize that when it comes to falling in love, there no rules. I love this story



because the hero/heroine did not have any emotional baggage from previous relationships, no

cheating and/or scheming friends and/or family members trying to stop them from being together.

The only thing that kept them apart was their misconceptions about what the other one wanted. I do

have a few small criticisms about the story. The last chapters of the book didn't tell you when Shawn

and Lilia got married or had the twins. It just went from the engagement to after the twins were born

(and only gave the name of one of the twins). IMHO I felt that if the wedding ceremony and the

twins' birth would have been included it would have gave the story closure. This is an ARC review

and I was not compensated for my opinion.

The hero and heroine had made up a list of rules, no cuddling, no sleeping over, etc. But as we all

know feelings got in the way. She had feelings for him and he had feelings for her they both was

afraid to admit their feelings for each other. Good Read

I am typically a huge fan of this author but this book just didn't do it for me. To me a lot was lacking

in this story. I guess what I disliked the most was the relationship between Lila and Faith. I didn't like

that Faith had become so consumed by her new life that she forgot to be a true friend to Lila. I

understand that peoples lives grow and evolve but it takes two to have a relationship regardless of

what type of relationship it is and Lila was doing all the work. Faith couldn't even take time to really

visit when Lila put in the effort to take the trip and then dumps her at the doctors office and doesn't

inquire about the visit. Faith was very self absorbed and it wasn't a good look. This book also only

talked about one twin "Sarah" and didn't give a physical description of the twins. Lila and Shawn's

relationship also lacked communication. To me this book was a waste.

Love and the Billionaire's Twins is a sweet interracial romance novel that earned a rating of four

stars. This couple made rules to be nothing more than friends with benefits, but their hearts felt

more than they anticipated. The both had difficulties telling the other that they wanted more. The

had to overcome the obstacles to find their happy ever after. I would recommend this book to

anyone who enjoys reading good romantic novels.

Thus is about a story of a girl who is committed to one night stands only until she meets Shawn.

Shawn's brother married her best friend and now Lila is alone do she thinks. When her one night

stand takes a turn for more than what she asks for she starts having regrets without knowing how

Shawn feels.This is a great story Mia always put her all into them great job!!!



Shawn & Lila are friends with benefits, Lila lays out the rules and he goes along with them. Poor

Shawn he gave her way too much control over the direction of their friendship just for the chance to

spend more time with her, shoe is on the other foot this time. Lila is trying hard to stick to her rules

after all their her rules! Lol, cute couple...Shawn know what he wants, he just doesn't know exactly

how to get it with his pride intact but when Lila cuts him off...forget about pride, its time to talk about

these rules, lol. Enjoyed their story and the short bonus story!

I received this book for a honest review and I was happy to see that Lila got her happy ending! Lila

and Shawn, Faith's brother-in-law and her best friend have a no sting attached relationship that

neither one is happy about and want things to be more permanent. It's was both entertaining and

frustrating to see that they both wanted more but was afraid to cross the line. If this is your type of

romance I would recommend giving this book a try! Also love how she threw a little bonus. Only

complaint I would say is sometimes it appeared the author mixed up her characters.
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